Initial Distribution of Rocks
•
•
•
•

All currently recognized Greek organizations will be entered into a rock lottery. The first organization drawn
will select their rock, and the drawing will continue until all organizations have selected their rock.
Organizations will be responsible to purchase their own paint and must have their design approved by the
Greek Senate Advisor prior to painting.
All organizations will be given a specific date (i.e. before Homecoming) to have their rock completed.
Organization’s rocks will be evaluated each year and those requiring maintenance will be given a date for
completion.

Greek Rock Annual Maintenance Plan and Policies
The intention of the rock policy is to govern the selection/distribution of rocks on campus, determine what rocks may be used
for Greek Organizations, and to provide a framework for successfully painting and maintaining the rock through the
organizations use.
Section 1-Governing Body
The Greek Senate shall be the governing body which oversees the following rules and regulations in reference to Rock Painting
as stipulated in the Greek Senate Constitution under Article 11, Section 1. Violations of rock maintenance will be referred to
the Greek Senate J-board for adjudication.
Section 11-Procedures
A. The Greek Senate Executive Board and/or its designee (Unity Chair) will review and identify all current open and available
rocks each semester and determine what rock locations are eligible for redistribution.
B. “Claimed” will be defined as any rock which has been assigned and painted by a Greek Organization through the rock
lottery. All assignments are final unless the organization is de-chartered, agrees to change locations, or has their rock
access revoked due to a sanction.
C. The Greek Senate Executive Committee will then appoint a special chairperson to work with the Greek Advisor to
oversee the whole process (Unity Chair of the Greek Senate).
1. Rock space will be limited to predetermined rock sections. See Greek Senate Rock Map for more details of rock
locations. The Greek Rock’s Map is available in the Office of Campus Activities, Service & Leadership.
2. Painting is reserved for the rock only. Curbs, scattered rocks around the area, and other equipment may not be
painted at any time. Designs must be appropriate for public viewing. Designs deemed offensive or inappropriate
will be painted over and groups may face judicial action.
3. All existing “claimed” rocks will remain assigned to that same Greek Organization, if they so choose.
Section 1I1-Rock Selection
A. New rock assignments will be issued by lottery.
B. Chapters which do not qualify as having a “claimed” rock must request to hold a rock lottery. Once a rock lottery is
motioned and passed by simple majority by the Greek Senate, the Unity Chair will ask all organizations who would like to
be involved in the lottery. All recognized organizations may participate in the rock lottery and must adhere to the
following:
1. Relinquish any assigned location (if applicable). Groups may not ask for their old rock back if they do not like the
ones available for selection.
2. Enter in a lottery with all other organizations who showed interest.
3. Accept a rock that is currently considered available and not claimed by another organization.
4. Select a rock based on the order that was determined by the lottery.
Section 1V-Rock Maintenance
A. Once a year, at a date to be determined (i.e. before Homecoming), all claimed rocks must be painted (if necessary),
cleaned, and the area weeded.
B. The Greek Senate and Campus Activities may reassign the rocks of any Greek Organization which fails to meet the
guidelines.
C. Facilities will be requested to paint over any reassigned rock by the Greek Senate Executive Committee.
D. The Greek Senate Advisor will be consulted prior to reassignment of rocks.

